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The last thirty years, as the American economy has been transformed by technology and globalization, college education has become more than just a "door to the middle class." (luzon, 2004, "The Effect of Higher Education on Economic Mobility," p. 11).

President Obama, in his 2009 State of the Union Address, emphasized the importance of ensuring that all students have access to the education they need to succeed in the 21st century economy. He called for a national commitment to double the number of college graduates by 2020.

In response, the National Conference on College Access (NCCCA) has developed a five-year plan to increase access to higher education for all students. The plan, titled "Access to College: Inside the Political Economy," outlines strategies to address the barriers to college access and promote economic mobility.

This document is an excerpt from the NCCCA's report, "Access to College: Inside the Political Economy." It highlights the importance of access to higher education and the need for policy changes to ensure that all students have the opportunity to pursue their educational goals.

NCCCA Bulletin, July 15, 2009

L. Bloom
HOLISTIC PROMISE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

CHAPTER 1: THE RESEARCH

The research suggests that the promise of higher education — especially for students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds — is not realized for many. While some students from low-income families do succeed in college, many struggle to complete their degrees or leave without completing any coursework. This chapter explores the factors that contribute to this disparity and offers potential solutions for improving access and success in higher education.

The Promise of Higher Education for the Country's Future and the Nation's Well-Being

In my year at Vassar College and as a member of the Class of 2000, I worked closely with a few faculty mentors. In my first year, I took a course on higher education and social policy, focusing on the role of public policy in shaping opportunities for students from low-income backgrounds.

The Role of Higher Education

The promise of higher education is often portrayed as a means to escape poverty and improve one's life chances. However, the reality is more complex. While higher education can provide economic benefits and personal growth, it is also a highly selective and expensive system that disproportionately benefits students from wealthier backgrounds.

The Challenge of Access

The challenge of access is a major barrier to higher education for many students from low-income backgrounds. Financial barriers, including tuition costs and the need to work while in school, can make it difficult for students to stay enrolled. Additionally, students from low-income families may not have the same access to resources and support systems as their wealthier peers, which can further exacerbate the achievement gap.

The Importance of Equity

Equity is essential to the promise of higher education. All students, regardless of their background, should have access to high-quality education and the support they need to succeed. This requires addressing the systemic barriers that prevent students from low-income families from accessing and thriving in higher education.

The Role of Public Policy

Public policy plays a crucial role in shaping the promise of higher education. Policies that increase funding for higher education, expand financial aid, and improve support systems for students can make higher education more accessible and equitable.

The Need for Reform

Reform is necessary to address the challenges of access and equity in higher education. This includes increasing access to high-quality education, ensuring that financial aid is equitable, and providing support systems that help students succeed.

The Future of Higher Education

The future of higher education is uncertain. As the cost of higher education continues to rise and financial aid becomes more scarce, it is essential that we work to ensure that the promise of higher education is realized for all students.

The Promise of Higher Education for the Country's Future and the Nation's Well-Being

The promise of higher education is a powerful force for the country's future and the nation's well-being. By ensuring that all students, regardless of their background, have access to high-quality education and the support they need to succeed, we can create a more equitable and prosperous society.

The Research

The research on the promise of higher education is extensive and ongoing. By understanding the factors that contribute to access and success in higher education, we can work to address these challenges and ensure that the promise of higher education is realized for all.
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Hollowing the Promise of Higher Education

JAMIE L. BLOOM

SHIFTS IN FINANCIAL AND POLICY
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"Just Pin It: Zeros"

The 21st century needs more educated and qualified workers in order to remain competitive in the global economy. However, the number of students completing high school and enrolling in college has declined in recent years. This decline is due to several factors, including increased tuition costs, competition for scarce financial aid, and the perception that college is not worth the cost.

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, the college enrollment rate for high school graduates in 2015 was 60.7%. This is a decrease from 66.0% in 2007. Additionally, the percentage of high school graduates who enroll in college within six months of graduation has decreased from 72.4% in 1996 to 66.9% in 2015.

The following table shows the distribution of Federal Pell Grant recipients by race and ethnicity for the academic years 2001-2002 and 2014-2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decline in college enrollment is a concern for educators and policymakers. Schools and colleges are implementing various strategies to increase student enrollment and retention. These strategies include offering more financial aid, improving recruitment efforts, and providing support services such as counseling and academic advising.

In conclusion, the decline in college enrollment is a complex issue that requires a multifaceted approach to address. By working together, schools, colleges, and policymakers can help ensure that the next generation is prepared to meet the challenges of the 21st century.
WHAT LOANS COST

I was excited to receive the email from the college, informing me of the financial aid package. The college had offered me a full scholarship, covering all my tuition fees and expenses. However, the loan portion was still quite substantial. I had to decide how to manage my finances for the next four years.

I spoke to my parents about the situation. They were concerned about my loan burden and suggested I apply for additional grants. I also researched the options available for students who need financial assistance. I found a few organizations that offered scholarships based on academic merit.

In the end, I decided to accept the loan package. I knew it would be a challenge, but I was determined to make it work. I would focus on my studies and work hard to earn extra income. I also planned to apply for part-time jobs on campus to help cover some of the expenses.

I was grateful for the opportunity to attend college and pursue my dreams. It was a significant step towards my future.
Are you 18, 19, 20, 21, or 22 years old? If so, you are in the age group that is most likely to consider going to college. This is the time when you are more likely to think about your future plans and decide if you want to go back to school. However, you may not know where to start or what options are available to you. This guide will provide you with information on how to make informed decisions about higher education and help you determine if college is right for you.

## Purpose of Higher Education

The primary purpose of higher education is to provide students with the knowledge and skills necessary to succeed in their chosen field. By earning a degree or certification, you will gain access to better job opportunities and higher salaries. Additionally, higher education can help you develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills that are valuable in any career.

## Benefits of a College Education

1. **Economic Benefits**: College graduates earn more money than those who do not have a college degree. On average, college graduates earn up to 30% more than those without a degree.
2. **Career Opportunities**: A college degree can open up new job opportunities and lead to a more fulfilling career.
3. **Personal Growth**: College provides an opportunity for personal growth and development, allowing you to explore new ideas and challenges.

## Costs of a College Education

Attending college can be expensive, and there are various costs associated with tuition, fees, textbooks, and living expenses. However, the long-term benefits of a college education far outweigh the costs. It is important to carefully consider your options and make informed decisions about your financial situation.

## Conclusion

Higher education is a significant investment in your future, and it is important to determine if college is right for you. By considering your goals, interests, and financial situation, you can make informed decisions about your education. Whether you decide to attend college or pursue alternative paths, the key is to make choices that align with your personal and professional aspirations.
HOTLINING THE PROMISE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

WHEN THE END IS JUST THE BEGINNING
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Closing the College-Going Gap

Hollowing the Promise of Higher Education

...
CONCLUSION

dear to higher education,
that teachers and counselors can help to build a bridge that will carry us
concerned that and sends the clear message that, "college isn't for
ways that the multiple and conflicting layers of the college application process
speak to us in a variety of other ways. Is by understanding the specifics
speaking about, students can see the importance of the very
efforts I encourage the importance of the role of
school's role in preparing students for postsecondary education in the process of
effectively support the need for a deep and grounded assessment of the
knowledgeable and informed counselors and administrators that
effectively working with this process, we will need

In conclusion, the importance of preparing students for postsecondary education is

In a recent article in The Chronicle of Higher Education, the U.S. Senate

(Chase Howard, 2003)

For colleges and universities, the role of the admissions essay is critical.

(Chase Howard, 2003)